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Key Takeaways
Messaging-Initiated Mobile Moments Extend Throughout The Customer’s
Journey
Mobile has emerged as the primary digital touchpoint for many consumer-facing
companies. Mobile messaging is the most effective tool in initiating mobile moments to
drive consumer engagement and financial results.
The IDEA Cycle Helps Companies Identify The Most Important Moments
eBusiness professionals should leverage Forrester’s IDEA cycle to identify the mobile
moments that will benefit from the immediacy and simplicity of messaging. Based on an
understanding of the customer’s context, messages can then be proactively pushed out
to serve customers in those moments.
Relevancy Trumps Personalization
Consumers will view untimely or irrelevant messages as annoying even if the messages
are personalized. Initiating a mobile moment at exactly the right time and place is
essential to success.
Execution Demands Use Of Analytics And Best Practices
Too few best practices exist in mobile messaging today. The use of analytics is the key to
learn, fail fast, and develop the expertise to serve customers in their mobile moments
through proactive engagement with messaging.
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Why Read This Report
Mobile moments are the new competitive battleground. Mobile messaging creates mobile moments, or the
ability to serve your customers proactively in their moment of need. Mobile messaging improves revenue,
customer engagement, and satisfaction with products and services while often lowering operational
costs. Yet too few eBusiness professionals have embraced mobile messaging as a tool to improve customer
experience and drive business results. This report lays out the opportunities to use mobile messaging as
well as how to use the IDEA cycle to identify the most important moments and tactics so you can use
messaging to its full potential.
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Mobile Messaging Punches Above Its Weight
Mobile moments are the new competitive battleground. Forrester defines a mobile moment
as a point in time and place when a consumer pulls out a mobile device to get what she wants
immediately, in context. Opportunities to engage with your customers in their mobile moments
are both innumerable and limited: They exist throughout the entire customer journey, but you can’t
overwhelm your customers with an endless stream of pings. What is certain is that companies must
be damn good in the moments they do choose.
The Power Of Messaging Is Rooted In Its Immediacy
Consumer expectations have shifted with mobile devices. Forrester refers to this shift in
expectations as the mobile mind shift, or the expectation consumers have that they can get anything
they want in their immediate context and moment of need. Mobile phones deliver immediacy,
whether in the form of information that is pushed out or by letting a consumer get something done
now. Mobile messaging — SMS, MMS, push-based notifications, and in-app messaging — is the
trigger or catalyst for a mobile moment — a mechanism to get a consumer to take action now.1
Mobile messaging offers the simplest mechanism to deliver:

■ Notifications, reminders, or updates. Mobile messaging delivers important time-sensitive

messages to consumers on the only device that is on their person almost always. Simple
notifications offer time-sensitive information, from sports scores and stock quotes to delivery
confirmation of a package. Reminders are more often than not triggered by time relative to an
event. In business, reminders help consumers remember to pay bills or check in for flights. In
healthcare, reminders get us off the couch to walk 1,000 steps after dinner or to take medication.

■ Peace of mind. eBusiness professionals shouldn’t underestimate offering peace of mind or

mitigating anxiety as a reason to connect with customers. Emergencies first elevated messaging
as the go-to mechanism to communicate. From the typhoon in Japan to Hurricane Katrina
to campus shootings, messaging offered a means to find friends and family members when
networks were otherwise jammed. In everyday life, messaging offers peace of mind through
confirmation of stock trades, available funds, locked doors at home, or goods received.

■ Authentication. Mobile messaging offers a secondary channel to improve authentication. Wireless
carriers such as AT&T or online communities such as Facebook use messages to confirm changes
in account information. Banks and credit card companies use messages to deliver PIN codes as a
secondary security channel or confirm new credit card activations. Banks such as ICICI Bank in
India use the combination of messaging and PIN codes to confirm online payments.
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Messaging Has Proven Its Effectiveness
Most eBusiness professionals focus on in-app engagement today as a measure of the effectiveness
of messaging, because it is measurable.2 Analytical tools have proven that messaging drives
engagement. One could make the chicken or egg argument, but evidence shows that consumers take
action as a result of a mobile message. eBusiness professionals who leverage messaging are able to:

■ Expedite sales or increase conversion rates. The immediacy of messaging offers two

advantages in the sales process to close sales. First, it speeds the exchange of information.
When both Airbnb’s hosts and renters opt in to push messaging, rentals are booked eight times
faster.3 Second, it offers a reminder. Urban Airship drove 75,000 redemptions of coupons
among 150,000 saved coupons out of 400,000 pushed out through notifications by reminding
consumers to use them when near a store.4

■ Increase engagement. A huge gap exists between app installs and engagement. Messaging can

bridge the gap by encouraging engagement either in the digital or physical world, with the latter
being more difficult to quantify. For Urban Airship customers, app opens are 26% higher among
consumers who have opted in for push notifications.5 ABC News uses messaging to drive
consumers to watch video, especially for late-breaking news. For ABC News, views on mobile
exceed those on the PCs.

■ Lower operational costs. The power of messaging to lower operational costs is both immense
and quantifiable. A breadth of industries use messaging to confirm appointments, push out
simple information, and alert consumers to trouble. Each avoided inbound call to a call
center saves $6 to $12 on the low end or $17 to $30 on the higher end for technical support.6
Meanwhile, missed appointments do not become forgone revenue.

■ Minimize friction in customers’ mobile moments. Often, consumers simply need a small

bit of information. Messaging offers the simplest means of delivering it. Life360, for example,
measures success by lack of engagement in its app.7 Life360 strives to send out relevant, timely
updates of family members’ statuses to obviate the need for a user to open the app. As its CEO
and co-founder, Chris Hulls, says, “We consider an app open to be a failure — our failure to
anticipate the need of our customer and push out information proactively.”

Mobile Messaging Moments Extend Throughout The Customer Journey
Messaging offers companies the opportunity to initiate engagement with consumers at every stage
of the customer journey (see Figure 1).8 As companies get to know their customers and understand
their customers’ context, the power of messaging grows. Companies can engage consumers with
messaging to help them:
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■ Discover new products. New customer acquisition through messaging is challenging given the
opt-in requirements. Helping existing customers discover new products or relevant services
with messaging, however, is a good use. Target, for example, pushes out weekly notifications
of new deals. The firm embeds a URL with a link to new deals in the message (see Figure 2-1).
A&W Restaurants grew its revenue by 20% in the first month that it used messaging to give
away free burgers through 50,000 new opt-ins.9

■ Explore. Messages used to drive exploration are where the fun begins in commerce. Groupon

pushes out offers to try new services when a customer lands in a new city. A Guatemalan shoe
retailer called Meat Pack that specializes in limited edition sneakers created an award-winning
app to bring consumers from competitor stores into its own by leveraging push notifications
(see Figure 2-2). The service triggered a push notification with a time-sensitive discount of 99%
that declined 1% with each second it took the consumer to get from the competitor’s store to
Meat Pack’s store. The record discount was 89%.

■ Buy. Consumers can make purchases through mobile messaging, but the best use case is notifying

a consumer of a sale — especially one with expiring inventory or auction — or information that
becomes a catalyst for buying or selling (e.g., financial news). WinesTilSoldOut.com (WTSO.com),
for example, generates more than two-thirds of digital sales on weekends by alerting consumers of
new sales, with a tone reminiscent of two wine glasses clinking together (see Figure 2-3).

■ Use. The most engaged customers expect help getting the most from their products. More and

more products are connected. The Nest thermostat and fitness wearables were early entrants, but
door locks, home cookers, and TVs have followed. Consumers expect ongoing product updates
through software to fix bugs and add new features. Whistle — a pedometer for dogs — alerts
owners when the battery is low, as do many other wearables. Apps such as RunKeeper and
Jawbone Up push messages to encourage activity and alert consumers to goals reached (see
Figure 2-4).

■ Ask. More companies are leveraging messaging to push out simple, time-sensitive information
updates to improve the overall customer experience by giving consumers both confidence
and a sense of control. Companies as diverse as Amazon, United Airlines, Uber, and credit
card companies rely on notifications to improve customer satisfaction (see Figure 2-5). Just
as important, these companies often benefit from operational cost savings in the form of cost
avoidance from inbound calls or inquiries.

■ Engage. Messaging offers a powerful tool to engage existing customers if business professionals

take a patient, methodical approach. Understanding customers well enough to know their
preferences or when replenishment is imminent requires sophisticated analytics to create
insights. Companies must not only understand preferences but also know when a consumer is
most likely to act, whether timing is defined by time of day (e.g., evenings, morning commute)
or time relative to a deadline. Walgreens increases prescription refill rates with timely reminders.
AT&T solicits feedback on recent customer support calls (see Figure 2-6).
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Figure 1 Messaging And The Customer Journey
1-1

Mobile moments are present throughout the customer journey
Marketing:
Manufactured moment
Borrowed moment

Marketing:
Social depth moment
ENGAGE

Marketing:
Loyalty moment

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

Sales:
Influenced sales
moment

BUY

Customer service:
Information moment
Product:
Setup moment
Use moment
Care moment

Sales:
Impulse purchase
moment

Source: April 14, 2014, “The Customer Life Cycle: A Blueprint For Customer-Obsessed Enterprises”
Forrester report
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 1 Messaging And The Customer Journey (Cont.)
1-2

Messaging is an effective tool to drive sales and customer engagement

• Remind consumers to replenish
goods or refill prescriptions.
• Alert customers to opportunities
unique to loyalty members
near shops.

ENGAGE

• Communicate fraud alerts.
• Reset passwords.
• Remind consumers to
make payments or to
attend appointments.

• Help existing customers discover
new products.
• Alert customers to products or services
for which they have expressed interest
in knowing availability.

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

• Remind customers to take
action (e.g., comply with
treatment, take action to meet
a fitness goal).
• Help customers get better use
of products (e.g., recharge
battery or replace components).

• Link in-store visitors to
video or other rich content
with product information.
• Use two-way messaging to
facilitate product decisions.

BUY

• Alert customers to flash sales.
• Remind customers to use coupons
or rewards.

Source: April 14, 2014, “The Customer Life Cycle: A Blueprint For Customer-Obsessed Enterprises”
Forrester report
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey
2-1

Discover: Target uses messaging to alert customers to weekly deals
ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

Source: Target app and messaging services
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey (Cont.)
2-2

Explore: Meat Pack lures customers from competitors with time-sensitive offers delivered via
messaging
ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

• Meat Pack is an edgy shoe store in
Guatemala known for limited edition
shoes and unique discounts.
• Meat Pack built an app called Hijack
to steal consumers from competitor
stores.
• When a consumer enters a store, he
receives a discount notification –
starting at 99% and going down by
1% every second.
• Stole 600 customers in one week
• Record discount: 89%

Source: Bill Siwicki, “Shoe store sends time-sensitive discounts to app users in competitors’ stores,” Internet
Retailer, October 23, 2012
Image source: 4am Saatchi & Saatchi
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey (Cont.)
2-3

Buy: Both SteepAndCheap and WTSO.com use messaging to notify customers of flash sales

ENGAGE

DISCOVER
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EXPLORE

USE

BUY

Source: WTSO mobile appplication and SteepAndCheap mobile application
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey (Cont.)
2-4

Use: Companies ensure customers get the most utility from products through messaging

ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

Proactive troubleshooting and
status updates ensure the
consumers have a good
product experience.

Encouragement to use the service drives
engagement and helps a consumer
achieve a goal.

A status update relative to a goal offers
reinforcement of positive behavior.

Source: Whistle, Running, and UP mobile applications
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey (Cont.)
2-5

Ask: Proactive notifications of status mitigate anxiety and reduce inbound inquiries

ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

Proactive notifications help
consumers plan – and in
this case avoid missing
a package delivery.

Ongoing
communication or
information
transparency
mitigates concerns
and allows consumers
the control or
information they need
to have a better
experience.

Like travel alerts, fraud
notifications are timesensitive. Messaging
offers the best option to
reach a consumer quickly
as it can even be delivered
while a consumer is talking
on the phone.

Arrival notifications benefit both
the company and the consumer
by minimizing wait times – especially
during busy times or in the rain.

Source: Amazon, Apple, United Airlines, and Uber messaging screenshots
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 2 Map Mobile Messaging To The Customer Journey (Cont.)
2-6

Engage: Using a deep understanding of customers offers more utility

ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

AT&T uses SMS for a customer
satisfaction survey after a call.

Walgreens reminds consumers to
refill prescriptions.

Source: AT&T and Walgreens messaging iPhone screenshots
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Enterprises Are Still Challenged To Engage Consumers Beyond Marketing
Too few digital business professionals leverage mobile messaging today. In Forrester’s Q2 2014
Global Mobile Executive Online Survey, only 49% reported using SMS and 33% push notifications.10
And too much of that usage is in the traditional upper funnel. Driving engagement and customer
satisfaction top the list of mobile priorities, but customer acquisition anecdotally dominates use of
messaging (see Figure 3). Why? Because:

■ PC paradigms persist. Too many business professionals use mobile messaging to broadcast

information that is neither time-sensitive nor contextually relevant. They depend on traditional
media targeting such as demographics, home address, and preferences rather than broad-based
profiles that include real-time context such as events, location, mobile engagement patterns (e.g.,
time of day most messages are opened), or behavior. Moreover, they treat messaging like email —
pushing out weekly or daily messages with minimal relevancy based only on country or gender.

■ Best practices are still under development. Few companies have the combined depth of

experience and analytics to create the insights they need to use messaging effectively. Consumer
opt-in is beyond the companies’ control while highly targeted content (i.e., content that is
specific to a micro location, such as the painkiller section of the drugstore) doesn’t exist.
Vendors interviewed understand best practices but don’t have the enterprisewide influence they
would need with their clients to make broad improvement.

■ The ROI of messaging is difficult to prove. Determining ROI based on open rates or click-

through rates to mobile web or into apps will fail to drive the investment that mobile messaging
requires. Connecting digital activities to real-world actions eludes most companies. Only 13%
of digital business professionals surveyed by Forrester do so today. The combination of loyalty
programs and coupons offer an effective tactic — especially if messages drive consumers to save
offers in Apple’s Passbook or Google’s Wallet that then offer additional functionality such as
location-based reminders to use them in or near physical stores.11

■ Firms’ view of messaging is myopic. Too many business professionals view messaging as a

tactic to deliver promotions or updates that drive action later in the week or simply interrupt
the day. Too few professionals view messaging as a tool to transform a customer experience with
timely information that inspires immediate action.
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Figure 3 Use Of Messaging Is Heaviest Upstream Where It Delivers The Least Value
Highest use, lowest
engagement. Suffers
from PC paradigms.
Too little usage given
the potential and
known best practices

ENGAGE

DISCOVER

ASK

EXPLORE

USE

BUY

Emerging, powerful
opportunities
Source: April 14, 2014, “The Customer Life Cycle: A Blueprint For Customer-Obsessed Enterprises”
Forrester report
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.

Use Idea To Leverage Messaging To Win In Customers’ Mobile Moments
Forrester’s IDEA framework offers a methodical approach to identifying the most important mobile
moments and designing a service to initiate them.12
Identify Which Pain Points Can Be Alleviated With Messaging
eBusiness professionals should leverage the IDEA cycle to identify pain points in customers’
journeys and then consider messaging where immediacy first and simplicity can improve the
experience. The next step is to articulate clearly the mobile moment by answering:

■ Who are you messaging? The “who” is defined first and foremost by a persona, including

the persona’s use of mobile devices and services. To use messaging, eBusiness professionals
should click down one more level to engagement — both last engagement online or offline and
frequency of engagement. According to Forrester executive interviews with vendors, a customer’s
engagement profile offers an important piece of information to add to a customer’s profile, which
is key to conversion of any type. Vendors agreed that approximately 80% of consumers who
download an app don’t engage after one or two initial opens, 10% to 15% engage, but only a few
percent spend or take action. Different messages are required for each group.
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■ What is the customer’s motivation or need? Motivations are psychological, while needs are

more tangible. A mother’s motivation may be to get home on time. What she needs is a route
with minimal traffic to do so. An airline passenger’s motivation is to make his flight, while his
need is gate information and wayfinding in the airport. Identifying only a customer’s needs
creates a myopia that blindsides executives to new opportunities to serve customers.

■ What is the customer’s context? Due to the immediacy of mobile to deliver information or

drive action, context within messaging depends on the real-time ingestion of information, from
spend to location to time of day to broader engagement with the app. eBusiness professionals
can’t count on having all of this information — too few customers will opt in to messaging and
location as well as turn on Bluetooth so that their devices can be detected. When articulating
the context of a mobile moment, eBusiness professionals must therefore create multiple
scenarios. They must work with the data they do have and build over time.

Design Effective Messages
Designing effective mobile engagement within apps or messages is both art and science. eBusiness
professionals must start small, use analytics to learn, and continue to improve their designs to achieve
the outcomes they desire. Based on interviews with vendors who have worked with their clients on
thousands of initiatives or campaigns and sent billions if not trillions of messages, Forrester offers
this perspective on the anatomy of a mobile message. More best practices will emerge over time with
more experience and use cases. Today, eBusiness professionals should create messages that:

■ Use appropriate cadence. Don’t use context to be creepy and don’t overuse messaging to

become annoying. Among smartphone users surveyed by Forrester Research, 22% reported
receiving spam text messages on their mobile phones.13 Given that they opted in for these
messages, the messages are typically not spam — just irrelevant and annoying. Too many
professionals use practices from email just as time-based intervals. WTSO.com and Life360
push out four to five messages per day — their customers want them because they need the
information. The utility or value associated with the message will dictate the cadence.

■ Embed a contextual call-to-action. Create a call-to-action that matches the urgency and likely

next action for the consumer. Most push-based notifications today link deep into an app, which
allows the consumer to take the desired action easily, whether an online transaction or adding
a coupon to wallet. Alternatively, quick swipes into Passbook on iOS, for example, offer easy
access to boarding passes, tickets, loyalty cards, etc. (see Figure 4). An emergency such as credit
card theft or a home break-in? Then a click-to-call is more appropriate.

■ Are personalized if personal in nature. Not every mobile message will carry a personalized
salutation (and, hey, that takes up valuable characters), but those that do alert the customer
to the fact that this message isn’t just another generic one being pushed out to thousands of
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consumers. WTSO.com sells one item at a time. The messages aren’t and won’t be personalized.
Neither will flight updates nor notices from Krispy Kreme Doughnuts that hot doughnuts are
for sale. If a consumer’s credit card has been stolen, then it really is a personal message that
should be addressed as such.

■ Are glanceable if conveying simple information. Digital business professionals often measure

the success of messaging efforts by open rates and the ensuing actions that mostly take place
on mobile. The best messages delivering information can be consumed with a quick glance (see
Figure 5). The discipline of precision will help professionals prepare for a world of even shorter
consumer attention spans and wearables with smaller screens.
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Figure 4 Wallet Engagement Has Emerged As A Convenient, Efficient, And Effective Call-To-Action
4-1

Apple’s iOS offers a seamless transition from messaging to loyalty cards

Source: Starbucks mobile application; Walgreens mobile application
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Figure 4 Wallet Engagement Has Emerged As A Convenient, Efficient, And Effective Call-To-Action
(Cont.)
4-2

Google Wallet offers a seamless transition from messaging to coupons

Source: Vibes
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.

Figure 5 Not All Messages Should Need To Be Opened

Push notification is clean and simple.
Sender is clearly identifiable.

SMS is more lengthy. Core
information is not shown in the
message. Sender unknown.
Consumer must open the message
to get the most important information.

Source: United Airlines messaging iPhone screenshot
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.
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Engineer Your Business To Support Messaging
Many companies will work with a third-party messaging provider. Doing so makes sense: Mobile
messaging delivery and aggregation is not and will not be a core competency for many businesses.
However, mobile messaging can’t exist in a technology or business silo. Effective use of messaging
depends on embedding it into the flow of customer journeys, tapping into digital assets, whether
written content or media, and leveraging knowledge of consumers often embedded in customer
relationship management (CRM) solutions. As eBusiness professionals scale their ability to use
messaging, they must consider how they will re-engineer their:

■ Platforms. First, mobile messaging solutions must integrate with existing solutions (or new

ones offered by the vendor) such as CRM, content management systems (CMSes), analytics,
and other proprietary solutions, depending on the use case. Second, the approach to
choosing a messaging solutions provider should be methodical. Enterprises should choose
an enterprisewide solution to ensure cost effectiveness, brand adherence, and use of best
practices. They must also offer a holistic view of messaging either within the solution or through
integration with partners. Finally, the solution should offer a comprehensive analytics package
to offer insights and the ability to act on those insights.

■ Processes. An enterprisewide versus a local view of the customer offers the best return to the

corporation. Who owns the customer should be an explicit decision — not one that happens.
Allow local customization and use of the tool to create campaigns, especially if multiple physical
locations (e.g., franchises) or geographies are in play. Texas Roadhouse, for example, uses a
central corporate team to create content, campaigns, and best practice guidance to enable its
427 locations to use messaging while still allowing local managers to design and execute the
programs. Local managers submit requests, while the centralized team is a service center that
doubles as quality control.

■ People. A center of excellence offers the right level of guidance and oversight for mobile

messaging.14 It also tends to own the core app, thereby owning access to the company’s core
customers. Any employee inside an enterprise with a credit card and access to a computer
can use mobile messaging to engage consumers. A center of excellence will ensure that best
practices are in use. On the flip side, enterprises must check the box on local knowledge of
regulations through local experts internally or with partners.

Analytics Are Essential To Hone Skills And Develop Best Practices
Effective use of analytics dictates an enterprise’s velocity of optimization. Only 43% of digital
business professionals surveyed by Forrester have a mobile analytics solution in place. They are
flying blind. Anecdotal evidence from interviews confirms the underutilization of analytics to
improve outcomes. eBusiness professionals should leverage:
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■ Dynamic tags or profiles. Unlike most traditional media that define a customer by

demographics such as age, gender, income, and home address, mobile depends more heavily on
real-time information such as location, products in an online shopping basket, or time of last
withdrawal from an ATM. The combination of mobile profiles and marketing algorithms used
to initiate mobile messaging must accommodate real-time data.15

■ A/B testing. Companies need the ability to test messaging — language, timing, triggers, calls-

to-action, and content — in real time. Sophisticated users of mobile analytics such as Groupon
have up to 20 A/B tests underway at any given time. Kahuna accelerates learnings by allowing
what it calls “A to E testing” — or simultaneously testing the content in five different messages.
Analytics are a must-have in any solution (see Figure 6).

■ Metrics. Metrics must align to goals, whether engagement, financial, or other. The success of

marketing campaigns (e.g., coupons) will be measured by conversions, while customer service’s
success will be measured by satisfaction. Message delivery may be as good as an “open” if the
goal is to push out information. Rightfully so, digital business professionals start with a focus on
engagement (e.g., app opens) — in fact, 53% do so.16 Then, they need to click down one level to
the quality or health of the customer’s engagement. Is a customer being served effectively in his
mobile moment?
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Figure 6 Analytics Hone Tone, Content, And Length Of Mobile Messages

Source: OtherLevels Kidspot case study
118423

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution prohibited.

R e c o m m e n d at i o n s

Leverage Evolving Messaging Best Practices To Drive Business Results
Despite the fact that billions or trillions of messages have been sent from businesses to consumers,
too few digital business professionals leverage best practices to engage consumers and drive business
results. Mobile messages demand a consumer’s attention. They must be worthy. As Kahuna CEO
and co-founder Adam Marchick says, “Every message should feel like a snowflake.” Snowflakes by
definition are unique. Capturing the attention of consumers will require eBusiness professionals to:
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■ Create unique messages through content or context. Context makes messages more effective.
Too often, marketers treat mobile messaging like email. As David Plant, director of product
development for PGA Tour Digital, explains, “Spree alerts drive our best engagement.” What
he means is that consumers are much more interested in knowing that Tiger Woods has
birdied four holes in a row than receiving general updates from the leader board. Alternatively,
Caribou Coffee Company worked with 3Seventy to grow its user database by 70,000 users by
offering one unique message or offer each day for 20 days during its 20th birthday.

■ Automate the easy stuff. Any number of messages is routine. Messages triggered from

fixed criteria or context might include “your application is complete” or “your bill is due” or
“welcome to the loyalty program.” Urban Airship, for example, has helped its clients identify
those categories that can be automated by sending more than 9 billion push notifications
each month. Most are based on user behavior — an app download, specific button (or series
of buttons) clicked, new feature tried, in-app purchase, new status level, or entry into a geofenced area.

■ Act based on real-time context. Mobile messaging depends on real-time triggers — those

one or two pieces of information that qualify a consumer to receive a message. The real-time
information is combined with historical information or profiles from more traditional CRM
solutions (consumer profiles that tend to be a combination of demographics, spend, and
preferences). ExactTarget allows its customers to create these scenarios that combine the two
types of context to trigger messaging within its Journey Builder solution.

■ Build trust over time. Earning the right to engage a consumer on her mobile phone is

a time investment. It begins with getting the consumer to download an app or opt in for
messaging. Then the company must offer utility or entertainment, learn about the consumer
through observation, better serve the customer, earn their trust, and repeat. With more
usage or engagement, consumers will even expect more relevance. Companies can best serve
those customers they understand well and whose trust they have earned.

■ Increase relevance or targeting over time. Personalization in the form of using a customer’s

name in a message is table stakes in messaging; being relevant will be a competitive
advantage. But highly targeted ads will spook customers who have just downloaded an app.
Companies must earn the right to customer data. Kahuna offers what is known as dynamic
tags to allow the consumer profiles to change. For example, a consumer may have spent $200
in 2013 in the first six months but $0 in the first half of 2014. Kahuna, like many vendors,
also monitors when consumers open messages to optimize the best time of day to deliver
them going forward. Vendors we interviewed reported that well-timed messages improve
conversions by up to 50% in marketing campaigns.
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■ Coordinate cross-channel messaging to give consumers choice and control. Messaging

across channels must be orchestrated. Through consumer preference or insights, companies
need to know when to email, send an in-app message, or push out a notification. Consumers
want both choice and control. Airbnb integrates the online and mobile channels to give
consumers an integrated overview of communication.17

Supplemental Material
Methodology
Forrester’s Q2 2014 Global Mobile Executive Online Survey received 414 complete or partial
responses from professionals from our ongoing Marketing & Strategy Research Panel. The panel
consists of volunteers who join on the basis of interest and familiarity with specific marketing and
strategy topics. For quality assurance, panelists are required to provide contact information and
answer basic questions about their firms’ revenue and budgets. Forrester fielded the survey in April
and May 2014. Respondent incentives included a summary of the survey results. Exact sample
sizes are provided in this report on a question-by-question basis. Panels are not guaranteed to be
representative of the population. Unless otherwise noted, statistical data is intended to be used for
descriptive and not inferential purposes.
Companies Interviewed For This Report
3Seventy

OpenMarket

4Info

Other Levels

Call Fire

Outspoken

ExactTarget (salesforce.com)

PGA Tour Digital

Gray Digital Media

Starbucks

Groupon

Texas Roadhouse

HelloWorld

Upsight

Jawbone

Urban Airship

Kahuna

Vibes

Life360

Voxofon

Message Systems

Waterfall

Monitise

Whistle
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Endnotes
1

Mobile messaging refers to all of the mobile messaging categories other than email. Mobile messaging as
referenced here includes SMS, MMS, push-based notifications, and in-app messaging. It does not explicitly
refer to standalone instant messaging applications except where noted. These messages fall into the category
of what we call “application to person” (A2P) to distinguish them from P2P or person to person. For more
on consumer adoption of mobile messaging, please see the July 30, 2014, “Mobile Messaging Update:
Pervasive Consumer Use Offers Unique Engagement Opportunities” report.

2

Engaged users referred to as monthly active users often represent less than half of those who had
downloaded an app. Anecdotally, vendors and companies interviewed for this report saw on average 10% to
20% of consumers opt in for messaging when they download an app. Engagement was highest among those
who had also opted in for push-based notifications. Source: Forrester Research interviews with vendors
listed for this report.

3

Source: Urban Airship, “The Good Push Index” (http://urbanairship.com/good-push-index).

4

Through Forrester executive interviews, many case studies were shared offering a perspective on the
positive ROI of campaigns. The case studies represent just a handful of the total number of campaigns
and should be treated as anecdotes — not statistical evidence. Another example highlighted was a
marketing campaign run by OutSpoken for Jack-in-the-Box. SMS messages saw a three- to five-times
higher redemption rate than coupons delivered over email. OutSpoken also offered evidence of MMS
outperforming email by as much as tenfold.

5

Source: Interview with Urban Airship.

6

Source: Help Desk Institute (http://www.thinkhdi.com/).

7

To read an in-depth case study about Life360’s mobile application and implementation of the IDEA cycle,
please see the July 1, 2014, “Life360 Wins In Family Mobile Moments” report.

8

Messaging could be in the form of SMS, MMS, email, a push-based notification, or even in-app messaging.

9

Source: 3Seventy (http://www.3seventy.com/).

10

Source: Forrester’s Q2 2014 Global Mobile Executive Online Survey.

11

Depending on the sophistication of the retailer and solution, unique codes for coupons or offers may be
in play. These can then be tied back to more detailed analytics such as time of day the message was pushed,
spend, etc.

12

In our work with dozens of entrepreneurs and more than 100 companies, we have seen that success comes
from using a four-step business discipline to tackle mobile moments called the IDEA cycle: Identify the
mobile moments and context; design the mobile engagement; engineer your platforms, processes, and
people for mobile; analyze results to monitor performance and optimize outcomes. To learn more about the
IDEA cycle, see the January 24, 2014, “Re-Engineer Your Business For Mobile Moments” report.

13

Source: Forrester’s North American Technographics® Online Benchmark Survey (Part 2), 2013.
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14

For more information, please check out Forrester’s newly published book: Ted Schadler, Josh Bernoff, and
Julie A. Ask, The Mobile Mind Shift, Groundswell Press, 2014.
To read more about the mobile mind shift within Forrester’s research, please see the August 12, 2014, “Build
A Pervasive Corporate Mobile Competency” report.

15

The term “dynamic tags” is a proprietary one used by Kahuna, but the concept is used broadly by a number
of mobile messaging vendors interviewed. Vibes, for example, offers a CRM solution to take into account
mobile and offline behavior. Exact Target offers a breadth of criteria to define customer segments.

16

Source: Forrester’s Q2 2014 Global Mobile Executive Online Survey.

17

Airbnb captures messages between renter and host from all channels in its on-site and in-app messaging
centers; even SMS messages, which are neither directly connected with the app nor the website, are also
captured and stored in the messaging centers.
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